The idea of nature in philosophy becomes exhausted by neither physical nor metaphysical meaning nor cognitive attitudes. "It exhists as a cosmological idea as well as something aesthetically significant, which is an "idea" of art and a subject of practical relation of both cultivation and use (a source of energy and raw materials) as well as the "environment" that needs special preservation and a special world opposed to the world of urban civilization" (Akhutin, 1988, 13) . Nature is a meta-cultural phenomenon, multidimensional place of crossing different cultural energies that could lead to a disaster.
A scroll of potential screen
Artistic discovery of nature dates back to the XVI century, to the Baroque era. It was very far from being to some extent idyllic. Nature was seen as some (a favourite phrase of the poetprecinematographer who will be mainly dwelt upon below) immensity and blind power opposing culture and culturing. Nature does not open here but opens wide in front of a human as an abyss permeating and embracing all forms of culture.
On the one hand, it must be subject to reading, being regarded "as a book of secret words". On the other hand, it intrudes into a verified text of a lecture or prayer type with wild news. It squeezes in the statue with a rough, raw piece, thus, being vaguely, persistently, fatally present. Nature would probably have remained a subject of artistic perception and aggressive adventures; it would never have become the subject of scientific knowledge, if its discovery had not created special forms of contemplation.
In its material existence nature is an infinite multiplicity of forms and differences, eluding any exact measurability. "But can darkness be measured?" is a typical question arising in the course of poetic estimation of nature, the estimation being "Taurida" ("Khersonida"), a poem by Semen Bobrov, a representative of the late Baroque in the Russian poetry (appr. 1765-
1810).
To cognize nature it is necessary to find an opportunity or occasion to bring the infinite into the finite, to focus it on a single. "We perceive nature behind action where it is forced to operate in cramped circumstances and it has to reveal the form of its action proper. And this means that nature is being studied with precise dissection and anatomy, and it is the focus at which we must understand another Baonian definition of the method to cognize nature, namely its interpretation" (Ibid., 76).
In my previous work I followed a number of other researchers and paid considerable attention to S. Bobrov's poem "Taurida" ("Khersonida" in its second edition (1804)), the only "descriptive" poem in the Russian literature with its shade of natural philosophy. Substantial addition to understanding of essence of this work has been recently done by L. Zaionts. Semyon Bobrov, the first poet of Taurida, poetic Columbus of the Crimea, also appears as a founder of the Crimean movie text.
The Crimean text originated as the South
Pole of the Petersburg text. In the process of its genesis Semyon Bobrov's cumbersome poetics was absorbed by Alexander Pushkin's poetic ease. As for literary "movie poetics", it is of the Crimean origin. According to L. Zaionts, Bobrov remains unrivaled here, even in the context of the problem which was defined as "Pushkin and editing" by Sergey Eizenshtein in connection with a "dynamic characteristic of the image" (Eizenshtein, 1988, 87) .
The poem "Taurida" by S. Bobrov, Pushkin's predecessor, is "based on the principle of editing of two genres: an encyclopedic description of the Crimean geography, geology, flora and fauna and an allegorical story of two pilgrims, a sage and his young disciple, symbolizing the starting and final points of a life cycle" (Zaionts, 2012, 261) . Cinematographic proof of this hypothesis would be possible with the method of "fadein", the method given great attention in K. Metz's "The Imaginary Signifier". "In the case of inf lux, which is a superposition of two objects, approaching in its character to the sequence, as one image eventually replaces another, the primary identity of the two motifs is, to a lesser extent, a condensation and, to a greater extent, an offset. However, the common for these two figures are also the fact that they transfer the mental load from one object to another (rushing in the direction opposite to any day's logic) and the fact that they generally or in a residual form represent predisposition of a primary process to eliminate the very duality of objects, in other words, to establish those closed magic circles, required by our desire devoid of any ability of expectation, beyond the divisions imposed by the reality" (Metz, 2010, 153) . shows that the influx ensures a more detailed and lengthy observation of the movement than the frames proper (or their apparent breakage), the movement marking the transition from frame to frame in a film, when the moment of transition is exaggeratedly lengthy, which, in itself, has a value of metalinguistic commentary. "Moreover, having slightly delayed at the bifurcation point of the text, the film draws our attention to how it creates its own fabric, how it constantly adds something to itself.
However, the condensation process is also present; yet, it just happens in a different place, though still "inside" the figure. It is in a (momentary, fleeting) co-presence of two images on the screen within that brief moment when they become indistinguishable (refer to the notion of Freud's "collective characters" that he mentions in connection with condensation). This initiation of condensation, having the only difference of representing a kind of precipitate that never precipitates. In French they speak about the figures that "are being born", thus, the influx in terms of condensation is a dying figure which is dying from the very beginning. This is its difference from a lengthy and persistent superposition): two images should meet, but they go to meet turning their back to each other. If condensation is getting clear, it is so as it gradually fades away.
As image 2 becomes clear, "apparent", the image fades away, "leaves". It is like billiard balls: when they meet, they immediately repel each other.
But still they "come in contact" for a moment. This is condensation which is on the verge of disappearance" (Ibid., 311-312).
K. Metz puts a question whether the influx is a primary or secondary process as well as whether it is metaphor or metonymy, or both This film turned out to be "super productive" for visualization of the Russian literature and culture in general. It sets a paradigm of a new love triangle of the modernist era, the triangle being that of a man, a woman and her young daughter.
In fact, Semyon Bobrov in his "Taurida" also described a similar triangle, but in a broken form. to Heidegger, what is provoked by Stoss in our experience of art is that very fact that a piece of art exists as our 'being not here" (Vattimo 2003, 58) . Andrey Bely's prose is notable for his unrealized cinematographic potential.
On the one hand, the novel expresses the limits of artistic expression. On the other hand, it signifies a new ideological attitude which is consistent in its deformation, taken inside, and superimposed on former "capital" ideological confrontations. Moscow winter is described as if with trembling eyelashes of a transformed eye and language: "The fridge jerked to turn everything into iron; the roofs were drummed with; the snowstorm blizzed in the pipe; the eyelashes were showered with screeching flocks of gnats; everything is semi-precious outside the window: mercury light, blue light, white light!" (Bely, 1989: 88) . A. Flaker notes the practice of "Zapiski chudaka"
("A Queer Old Fellow's Notes") (1922), in which the "spies", especially in London, shot the narrator on "the tape". This is evidenced with the "flashing of images" presenting "sign-boards" and "billboards" (Flaker, 2008, 178 ).
Moscow as a subject of description perfectly satisfies the needs of new poetics. Similarly, in his letter to M. Buber V. Benjamin dwelt on his attitudes to the description of Moscow: "My descriptions will avoid any theory. I hope that thanks to it I will manage to make the reality talk... I want to depict this city, Moscow, at the moment when "everything, which is actual, has become a theory", and, therefore, it is beyond any deductive abstraction, any prognostics, and, to some extent, any evaluation at all..." (Benjamin, 1997, 9-10) . "shields" from a "stormy world", whether these are small "domes" for "children of flowers", Manhattan under the cap creating microclimate within the boundaries of the whole urban area, or a project of a geodetic shell around the earth, designed to protect a fragile planet from space disasters. This is evidently a direct opposition to the "environmental vision", and at the same time the most important intention of technological projectivity since globalization is possible due to the growth of the physical scale of "objects" but not due to the shift or accumulation of thought and action techniques. Engineering has run out of means of considering the world as the rational management material. This has caused a desire to design in extreme conditions and a specific ability to present any conditions as extreme ones" (Kapustin, 1995, 57) .
Thus, modern technogenic world is in need of a universal catastrophe. It is against its background that the world acquires its significance and persuasiveness, including aesthetic one; and modern cinematography is turning into the industry that serves this need. It is most likely that media were originally based on this need.
